
Контрольная работа по английскому языку 5 класс
2 четверть

Задание №1. Аудирование (Listening)
A. Listen and write down the word. (7 баллов)

1. Bob is ten / eleven.
2. He loves football / basketball.
3. His team is The London Lions / Cheetahs.
4. They wear red / blue jackets.

5. Bob threw / kicked the ball carefully.
6. Bob scores / didn’t score a goal.
7. His team won a trophy / a badge.

B. Listen and write down the correct word. (6 баллов)

hers / his                          mine / ours                                  yours/ theirs

his/ours                                   hers/his                           yours / ours
Задание №2. Чтение (Reading)
А. Read the dialogue. Write T(true) or F (false). (6 баллов)

Lee Yes, look! They're softer and more comfortable.
Joe But they’re the most expensive ones in the shop. I'd like some cheaper ones.
Lee What about these green ones? These are the least expensive in the shop.
Joe Yes, they're nice. But these orange ones are the best. Look, they're comfortable but
they’re cheaper than the white ones. I’m going to buy these.

1 The white trainers are better than the blue trainers.                                 ___
2 The blue trainers are more comfortable than the white trainers.              ___
3 The white trainers are softer than the blue ones.                                      ___
4 The white trainers are the Least expensive in the shop.                           ___
5 The green trainers are the best.                                                                 ___
6 The orange trainers are cheaper than the white trainers.                          ___

В. Сhoose and write the correct word. (4 балла)
1 I scored a goal. We cheered loudly. We were happy/ quiet / sad.
2 She writes carefully. Her work is good. She works badly / works well / works quickly.
3 He ran slowly. He didn’t win the race.       He ran fast / didn’t run fast / ran well.
4 They scored 10/10 in the exam.                 They did badly / worked hard / didn’t try.

Задание №3. Словарный запас (Vocabulary)
A.Complete and write the words. (3 балла)



1. _o_den la_der
2. me_tal   bal_on_
3. e_pe_sive  tro_y
4. com_or_able  tra_ners
5. _hi_k   i_e
6. e_ormo_s  ru_ksack

B. Write the words. (2 балла)

C. Write the pronouns or the adjectives. (3 балла)
1. It’s her rucksack.           It’s hers.
2. That’s ____trophy.        That’s theirs.
3. Those are his trainers.   Those are ____.
4. That’s our team.             That’s  _____.
5. It’s  ____ jacket.             It’s yours.
6. That’s my racket.            It’s ______.

D.  Choose the correct word and write the sentence. (6 баллов)
1. They talked happily / happy.
2. We ran fast / fastly.
3. This is the most / more expensive car.
4. He worked well / good.
5. This CD is worse / more bad than that one.
6. I prepared dinner careful / carefully.

Задание №4. Грамматика (Grammar)
A. Complete the sentences. (7 баллов)

1 This bed is the best (good).
2 This film is ____ than that film (bad).
3 Your bike is the  _____ (bad).
4 Those trainers are the ______ (good).

5 My book is ____ than your book
(good).
6 This comic is _____ than yours (bad).
7 That boy is the _____ (good).

B.Complete the sentences.  (have to  /  had to  /   has to) (7 баллов)
1 We _____ hurry yesterday.
2 Melanie ____ turn Left now.
3 Dani ____go back five minutes ago.
4 They ____ read a map when they are lost.

5 Jack_____stop at the traffic lights now.
6 Now you ___ go straight on.
7 I ___ turn right half an hour ago.

Задание №5. Письмо (Writing)
A. Write an email to a friend. Use suitable phrases to begin and end your email (for

example, Hi and Take care). (10 балов)
• Compare some sports.
• Ask about sport your friend do using adverbs
• Use “have to” writing about your way to school


